An FCBooks interview - HABIBI

“I want each book to be entirely different
from the last - the way Beck experiments
with different genres with each album.”
It’s nearly been a decade since Blankets.
Soaring above the mundane and yet deeply intermeshed with the detail
of the everyday, Habibi is akin to a time travel machine; transporting
you to the desert, into a world of sultans and harems and camels
(where water might just be more precious than gold, and human
life, too cheap). It lifts you up with its sheer grandeur of narrative,
profound understanding of people
and life, its magnificent script (the
art of calligraphy and reading Arabic,
rendered anew), its mythopoeia of
the Prophets and Noah’s ark and
Job’s misery. There are stories within
stories (“They seem very intuitive to
me in terms of how most of us think
and communicate. Rarely do we finish a
thought. Especially now in our shortattention span digital culture where
we pursue any fleeting thought by
looking it up on our smartphones.
And any conversation with a friend
becomes one story feeding in and off
of another.”), about slave-children,
travellers, eunuchs, palaces; there
is alchemy, deception, desire, greed,
religion, escape, the argument for
the planet, and the ultimate choice
you make about life, at the juncture
where it meets death. It’s also a love
story, rather a story about love; the
epic tale of Dodola and Zam.

Craig Thompson

CraigThompson,bornin
Michiganin1975,grewup
inaruralfarmingcommunity in centralWisconsin.
Hisgraphicnovel,Blankets,
won numerous industry
awardsandhasbeenpublishedinnearly20
languages.HeisalsotheauthorofCarnetde
Voyage, Good-bye Chunky Rice, and now,
Habibi.Currently,CraiglivesinPortland,Or-
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egon.WhilstworkingonHabibi,Craigwas
strugglingwithdepression,“soIrelatedto
Zam’spredicamentstandingattheedgeof
thedam.Eachmomentbecomesadecision
to turn away from that ledge, and live”. He
describestheprocess,“Depressionisalso
adam.Someemotion(sadnessoranger)is
blockadedwithinyou,andyouneedtofind
ahealthywaytoexternaliseitandhaveall
yourenergies-emotional,spiritual,sexual,
creative - flowing again.”
Besidescultivatingahealthyobsessionwith
“KhalilGibran’sillustrationsandpoetry,the
poetryofNizarKabbaniandBadrShakiralsayyabandofcourseRumiandHafiz”,Craig’s
research included reading“Armstrong’s
omnibusofmonotheismHistoryofGodand
Arundhati Roy’s examination of dams in
India, Power Politics”. His choice of music,
welearn,wasSigurRosandthesoundtrack
of Devdas.

“

After Blankets, I was sick of drawing
myself and mundane Midwestern
backdrops. I wanted to craft
something outside of myself, and
was considering two trajectories: a
fantasy epic typical of comics (though
not typical of me), or a non-fiction
work with social/political relevance
like Joe Sacco’s comics journalism.
Habibi met somewhere in the middle
of both desires.
The Prophet Muhammad described war
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as a lesser jihad and the struggle with oneself as
the Greater Jihad. Some commentator I’ve heard
said that all global conflict begins on a personal,
inner level. So it’s true that the greatest struggle
we’ll ever face is with ourselves and our own
poisons or weaknesses. This is certainly true in
long-term romantic relationships. They have a way
of bringing to the surface what is most broken
and vulnerable in our personalities.
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The primary research of Habibi was born out of
conversation with Muslim friends - all of that
examination of the connections between the
Abrahamic faiths. I found that there was far
more overlap than differences in my experiences
growing up in a fundamentalist Christian family and
my friends’ experiences in Muslim households.
Recently, I’ve envied the collaborative process of

people who work in the film industry.
It looks like so much fun, working in
a studio with hundreds of talented,
creative folks. But I recognise that I
wouldn’t be content to be assigned to
a single department. I want to write
the story, design the characters and
sets, craft the backgrounds, and do
the acting! The Fine Art world has
become so conceptual that the artist
is essentially an overseer assigning
the actual grunt work to nameless
interns. But comics maintain a sense of
DIY integrity - and while doing everything
yourself may betray a control-freak
personality, it also involves a letting go
of ego - sacrificing yourself rather than
other people’s energies to actualise a
project.
As for the reader, some of the pleasure
of conjuring the visuals in your own
imagination - as happens with prose – is
lost... but it’s replaced by the pleasure
of studying drawings. The cartoonist
Chris Ware has described comics as
sheet music - a pattern of symbols on
the page that a reader needs to unlock
to hear/see the rhythm and pacing and
musicality. So there is a great interactive
quality to comics.
When I’m working on pages, I can only
see the mistakes. So there isn’t a great
pleasure that comes while creating. But
there is a sense of necessity. And I’ve
learned it’s important to finish these
creative projects whether they fail or
not. Because otherwise the book is just
a noisy, chaotic energy within you. Once
you externalise it, put it down on paper,
you can contain it in a more graceful
form - like bottling up a jinn in a lantern. And I
do experience a certain pleasure in my work once
it’s a printed object - because then it’s something
outside of me. I no longer judge it with selfloathing, because it now has a life of its own.
Dodola weaving in stories of the prophets into
her life with Zam is a nod to Scheherezade in 1,001
nights. I found myself, as author, crafting a mashup of sorts between the sacred medium of holy
books like the Bible and Quran with the pop, pulp
medium of comic books. Comics are sequential art and thus a perfect medium for collage. Not simply
images in sequence, but stories in sequence, ideas
in sequence. The reader conjures the connections
between one panel and the next.
Interestingly, the book’s had a positive reaction
from international audiences and Muslim readers,
and criticisms have mostly arisen from ‘politicallycorrect’ American readers. The latter’s criticism
have labelled the book as both ‘sexist’ and
‘orientalist’ which shows they’ve missed the
entire point. Habibi is an examination of Americas’
role as an oppressive empire, and of men’s role
as perpetrators of sexual trauma to women and

children. So the criticisms can be frustrating, but
they’ve been redeemed by readers of all ages and
nationalities and sexual persuasions that really
get the work.
The writing process is hard to pin down – it’s the
most neurotic stage for me. Sometimes you can
be more productive in a single day than in a month.
The drawing process is more tangible, and I keep
classic working class hours. I’m at the drafting
table by 9 am, pencil a page by lunch, then ink it
in the afternoon finishing around 6 pm. So a page
a day... The best part of the process for most
cartoonists, including myself, is the inking. Because
you’ve worked out all the skeleton and technical
structure of a drawing with pencils, and now can
focus on the simple pleasure of laying ink down
on a page. It’s the part of the day when I open the
shades and put on music and talk on the phone,
because the ink-work is instinctual and flowing.
Everything else is labour.

”

(PagesexcerptedfromHabibi,Pantheon,availableonline.)
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